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A survey of country music history includes most important records, debut artists, and milestone events for each year
If you had to give America a voice, it’s been said more than once, that voice would be Willie Nelson’s. For more than fifty years,
he’s taken the stuff of his life-the good and the bad-and made from it a body of work that has become a permanent part of our
musical heritage and kept us company through the good and the bad of our own lives. Long before he became famous as a performer,
Willie Nelson was known as a songwriter, keeping his young family afloat by writing songs-like “Crazy”-that other people turned
into hits. So it’s fitting, and cause for celebration, that he has finally set down in his own words, a book that does justice to
his great gifts as a storyteller. In The Facts of Life, Willie Nelson reflects on what has mattered to him in life and what
hasn’t. He also tells some great dirty jokes. The result is a book as wise and hilarious as its author. It’s not meant to be taken
seriously as an instruction manual for living-but you could do a lot worse.
Willie Nelson is more than just a singer whose albums have captures this country's imagination for more than thirty years: he is
the nearest thing we have to the poet laureate of America's heart and the heartland. Told with frankness, warmth and earthy humor,
here is Willie's story: his depression ere childhood; his stormy marriages; his will experiences with drugs, booze and women; his
long rise to stardom; his musical and personal experiences with Waylon Jennings, Julio Iglesias, Kris Kristopherson, Johnny Cash,
Ray Charles, Loretta Lynn, George Jones, Frank Sinatra and Linda Ronstadt.
"Abandoned by their parents as toddlers, Willie and Bobbie Nelson found their love of music almost immediately through their
grandparents, who raised them in a dusty small town in east Texas. Their close relationship ... is the longest-lasting bond in
either of their lives. In alternating chapters, this ... dual memoir weaves together their lives as they experienced them both
side-by-side and apart with powerful, emotional stories from growing up, playing music in public for the first time, and the
trials they each faced in adulthood as Willie pursued a songwriting career and Bobbie faced a series of challenging relationships
and a musical career that only took off when attitudes about women began to change in Texas"-Retired Texas Ranger Captain Hank Tomlinson intends to spend the rest of his days raising cattle on his Broken Arrow Ranch, and
nurturing his frontier town of Luck, Texas. But when the brutal murder and scalping of a mysterious drifter leads to a clash
between cavalry soldiers and a band of Comanche Indians suspected of the killing, a full-scale Indian uprising seems likely. Worse
yet, the murder of the drifter bears a disturbing resemblance to a string of killings Hank remembers from his distant and violent
past as a Texas Ranger. Meanwhile, Hank's twenty-year-old son, Jay Blue, and his adoptive brother, Skeeter, find themselves on the
trail of a valuable Kentucky mare who vanished under their watch. The trail leads them into the dangerous haunts of outlaws and
vengeful Comanche warriors. Now Hank must attempt to keep his sons safe while trying to catch a murderer who he knows will soon
strike again. His ace-in-the-hole is beautiful Flora Barlow, the tavern owner with a knack for detective work. Though rival
lawman, Matt Kenyon, and competing rancher, Jack Brennan, complicate Hank's investigation, he and Flora slowly begin to uncover a
crooked web of crime, deception, and murder. Dark secrets emerge, and everyone must choose sides as lawmen, outlaws, soldiers, and
Indian warriors converge for a final, bloody confrontation.
In Roll Me Up and Smoke Me When I Die, Willie Nelson muses about his greatest influences and the things that are most important to
him, and celebrates the family, friends, and colleagues who have blessed his remarkable journey. Willie riffs on everything, from
music to poker, Texas to Nashville, and more. He shares the outlaw wisdom he has acquired over the course of eight decades, along
with favorite jokes and insights from family, bandmates, and close friends. Rare family pictures, beautiful artwork created by his
son, Micah Nelson, and lyrics to classic songs punctuate these charming and poignant memories. A road journal written in Willie
Nelson's inimitable, homespun voice and a fitting tribute to America’s greatest traveling bard, Roll Me Up and Smoke Me When I
Die—introduced by another favorite son of Texas, Kinky Friedman—is a deeply personal look into the heart and soul of a unique man
and one of the greatest artists of our time, a songwriter and performer whose legacy will endure for generations to come.
(Fake Book). The Nashville Number System is the standard way for a professional country musician to notate a song. The system has
been around since the 1950s, and it rapidly became widespread within the country music community because of how efficiently it can
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represent music. In essence, a Nashville number chart conveys the harmony, key, meter, rhythm, phrase structure, instrumentation,
arrangement, and form of a song all on a single piece of paper. An introduction is included that thoroughly explains how to use
the book. Lyrics are not included. This valuable resource gathers together 200 country standards from yesterday's favorites to
today's chart-topping hits, including: Achy Breaky Heart (Don't Tell My Heart) * Act Naturally * All the Gold in California *
Always on My Mind * Amazed * Battle of New Orleans * Before He Cheats * Before the Next Teardrop Falls * Behind Closed Doors *
Bless the Broken Road * Blue Eyes Crying in the Rain * Boot Scootin' Boogie * A Boy Named Sue * Breathe * Coal Miner's Daughter *
Could I Have This Dance * Crazy * The Dance * Delta Dawn * The Devil Went down to Georgia * Don't It Make My Brown Eyes Blue *
Elvira * Folsom Prison Blues * Friends in Low Places * The Gambler * God Bless the U.S.A. * He Stopped Loving Her Today * Hey,
Good Lookin' * I Hope You Dance * I Walk the Line * I Will Always Love You * In Color * Jesus Take the Wheel * King of the Road *
Live like You Were Dying * The Long Black Veil * Lucille * Luckenbach, Texas (Back to the Basics of Love) * Mean * Need You Now *
On the Road Again * Redneck Woman * Springsteen * Stand by Your Man * This Kiss * You're Still the One * Your Cheatin' Heart * and
more!
Best of Willie Nelson
Your Hit Parade & American Top Ten Hits
American Top 40 with Casey Kasem
Always on My Mind Sheet Music
and Other Dirty Jokes
Reader's Digest ... Almanac and Yearbook
Roll Me Up and Smoke Me When I Die
A Music, Cinema, Theatre and Broadcasting Guide, 1928 through 2003, 3d ed.
Me and Sister Bobbie
Willie Nelson - Guitar Chord Songbook
Willie Nelson Discography, Highwayman, Stardust, Songbird, Country Music, Red Headed Stranger, Moment of Forever,
The Nashville Number System Fake Book
This top-ten charts book offers both the authoritative music industry data compiled by Billboard magazine and the American Tobacco Company's Your Hit Parade selections for
the years 1935-1958 (pre-dating the Billboard charts by nearly two decades). The book has been compiled by Bruce Elrod, owner of not only the Your Hit Parade listings but also
the rights to reproduce the original broadcasts of the shows. Other features include all-time hits listings by musical style (country and western, blues, etc), contributions written
by music personalities, and many illustrations. Performer and song title indexes are also included.
Pete Battistini released "American Top 40 with Casey Kasem (The 1970's)" in 2005. Now comes the follow-up, "American Top 40 with Casey Kasem (The 1980's)." Battistini
painstakingly documented approximately 425 weekly, Casey Kasem-hosted countdown programs from the 80s, and compiled individual program summaries for each week
exclusively for this book. In addition, the text includes a complete list of all radio stations, in the U.S. and around the world, that carried the program. Coupled with numerous
testimonials of both AT40 insiders and listeners, and more than a hundred illustrations from the 80s, this book is brimming with highlights of the greatest radio program ever
What show won the Emmy for Outstanding Drama Series in 1984? Who won the Oscar as Best Director in 1929? What actor won the Best Actor Obie for his work in Futz in 1967?
Who was named “Comedian of the Year” by the Country Music Association in 1967? Whose album was named “Record of the Year” by the American Music Awards in 1991?
What did the National Broadway Theatre Awards name as the “Best Musical” in 2003? This thoroughly updated, revised and “highly recommended” (Library Journal) reference
work lists over 15,000 winners of twenty major entertainment awards: the Oscar, Golden Globe, Grammy, Country Music Association, New York Film Critics, Pulitzer Prize for
Theater, Tony, Obie, New York Drama Critic’s Circle, Prime Time Emmy, Daytime Emmy, the American Music Awards, the Drama Desk Awards, the National Broadway Theatre
Awards (touring Broadway plays), the National Association of Broadcasters Awards, the American Film Institute Awards and Peabody. Production personnel and special honors
are also provided.
The Pet Shop Boys are one of the most successful and unusual bands of the last five decades. They are the pop duo that proves pop music can be modern, ecstatic and playful
as well as serious and intelligent, winning them legions of devoted fans throughout the world. In 1989, Neil Tennant and Chris Lowe invited journalist Chris Heath and
photographer Lawrence Watson to shadow them around Hong Kong, Japan and the UK as they embarked on their first-ever tour. This book is the result: an immersive portrait
giving access into the duo’s inner sanctum, showing them in brilliantly observed detail as they work, relax, gossip, argue and occasionally try to make sense of what they do.
‘As clear a picture as could be wished for of the seething mass of elegant contradictions that is the Pet Shop Boys’ on-the-road experience.’ Independent on Sunday ‘This
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superbly reported book transcends tired rock journalism cliché. It’s about what it means to be a pop star, what it means to be a Pet Shop Boy... how to love pop, hold it to a
higher standard and subvert its expectations.’ Laura Snapes
You’ve heard them on the radio, listened to them on repeat for days, and sang along at the top of your lungs—but have you ever wondered about the real stories behind all your
favorite country songs? Nashville Songwriter gives readers the first completely authorized collection of the true stories that inspired hits by the biggest multi-platinum country
superstars of the last half century—recounted by the songwriters themselves. Award-winning music biographer Jake Brown gives readers an unprecedented, intimate glimpse
inside the world of country music songwriting. Featuring exclusive commentary from country superstars and chapter-length interviews with today’s biggest hit-writers on Music
Row, this book chronicles the stories behind smash hits such as: Willie Nelson’s “Always on My Mind” Tim McGraw’s “Live Like You Were Dying,” “Southern Voice,” and “Real
Good Man” George Jones’s “Tennessee Whiskey” Carrie Underwood’s “Jesus Take the Wheel” and “Cowboy Casanova” Brooks & Dunn’s “Ain’t Nothing ’Bout You” Lady
Antebellum’s “We Owned the Night” and “Just a Kiss” Brad Paisley’s “Mud on the Tires,” “We Danced,” and “I’m Still a Guy” Luke Bryan’s “Play It Again,” “Crash My Party,”
and “That’s My Kind of Night” The Oak Ridge Boys’s “American Made” George Strait’s “Ocean Front Property” and “The Best Day,” Rascal Flatts’s “Fast Cars and Freedom,”
and “Take Me There” Kenny Chesney’s “Living in Fast Forward” and “When the Sun Goes Down” Ricochet’s “Daddy’s Money” Montgomery Gentry’s “If You Ever Stop Loving
Me” The Crickets’s “I Fought the Law” Tom T. Hall’s “A Week in a County Jail” and “That Song Is Driving Me Crazy” Trace Adkins’s “You’re Gonna Miss This” David Lee
Murphy’s “Dust on the Bottle” Jason Aldean’s “Big Green Tractor” and “Fly Over States” And many more top country hits over the past 40 years!
From previously unrevealed details of his childhood in Tupelo, through his rise to success, to his death, a meticulously detailed chronology of Elvis Presley's life and career
draws on a rich array of archival material, photographs, documents, letters, artifacts, and memorabilia. 125,000 first printing. Tour.
Considered by many to be mentally retarded, a brilliant, impatient fifth-grader with cerebral palsy discovers a technological device that will allow her to speak for the first time.
Musings from the Road
The True Story of Texas Honky-Tonk
True Tales of the Family Band
Willie Nelson
An Autobiography
An Epic Life
The Tao of Willie
Entertainment Awards
How 1984 Became Pop's Blockbuster Year
Always on My Mind
The Untold Story of the Eagles
The Facts of Life
A full-scale biography of the Eagles offers an unauthorized, behind-the-scenes glimpse of rock 'n' roll life, following the band from their early career, to their self-destructive, decadent fall
into the excesses of the 1970s, to their remarkable comeback. 50,000 first printing. Tour.
All of Me * Always on My Mind * Black Rose * Comin' Back to Texas * Crazy * Good Times * Heartaches of a Fool * I Am the Forest * I'm a Memory * It's My Lazy Day * Me and Paul * Mona
Lisa * Moon River * On the Road Again * Take It to the Limit * To Each His Own * Uncloudy Day * What a Wonderful World * Will You Remember Mine * Yesterday's Wine and more.
A perfect Christmas gift for music lovers, Pretty Paper is Willie Nelson’s inspiring Christmas fable, based on his holiday classic “Pretty Paper.” More than fifty years ago, Willie Nelson’s
beloved Christmas song “Pretty Paper” first hit the airwaves. And for all these years, Willie has wondered about the real-life Texas street vendor, selling wrappings and ribbons, who
inspired his song. Who was this poor soul? What did his painful trials say about our loves, our hopes, our dreams in this holiday season—and in the rest of our lives? It’s the early sixties
and Willie Nelson is down and out, barely eking out a living as a singer-songwriter. The week before Christmas, he spots a legless man on a cart, selling wares in front of Leonard’s
Department Store in Fort Worth, Texas. The humble figure, by the name of Vernon Clay, piques Willie’s curiosity, but Vernon is stubbornly private and—despite Willie’s charming
queries—has no interest in telling his story. Willie is tenacious, though, and he eventually learns that Vernon is a fellow musician, a fine guitarist and singer. When Vernon disappears, he
leaves behind only a diary, which tells an epic tale of life-altering tragedies, broken hearts, and crooked record men, not to mention backroad honky-tonks, down-home cooking, and
country songwriting genius. Deeply moved and spurred on by Vernon’s pages, Willie aims to give the man one last shot at redemption and a chance to embody the holiday spirit.
In an era where a great variety of cuisines are just a restaurant away, it has become difficult to choose what to eat. Food products labelled 'healthy' one day are abruptly dismissed as
'lethal' the very next, while 'celebrity diets' are trashed by nutritionists. So what is the correct diet for your body? The answer lies within. In the Yogic tradition, food is alive, with a prana
of its own. When consumed, the quality of the food influences the qualities of your body and mind. In A Taste of Well-Being, you will find recipes that have been perfected in the Isha Yoga
Centre kitchen. Ranging from simple juices and salads to complete meals of grains, cereals and curries, the recipes are peppered with profound insights from Sadhguru on the process of
eating and digestion. A book that will help you discover the potential that lies within you and the joy you can derive from the simple act of eating.
Immediately upon publication in 1998, the Encyclopedia of Country Music became a much-loved reference source, prized for the wealth of information it contained on that most American
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of musical genres. Countless fans have used it as the source for answers to questions about everything from country's first commercially successful recording, to the genre's pioneering
music videos, to what conjunto music is. This thoroughly revised new edition includes more than 1,200 A-Z entries covering nine decades of history and artistry, from the Carter Family
recordings of the 1920s to the reign of Taylor Swift in the first decade of the twenty-first century. Compiled by a team of experts at the Country Music Hall of Fame and Museum, the
encyclopedia has been brought completely up-to-date, with new entries on the artists who have profoundly influenced country music in recent years, such as the Dixie Chicks and Keith
Urban. The new edition also explores the latest and most critical trends within the industry, shedding light on such topics as the digital revolution, the shifting politics of country music,
and the impact of American Idol (reflected in the stardom of Carrie Underwood). Other essays cover the literature of country music, the importance of Nashville as a music center, and the
colorful outfits that have long been a staple of the genre. The volume features hundreds of images, including a photo essay of album covers; a foreword by country music superstar Vince
Gill (the winner of twenty Grammy Awards); and twelve fascinating appendices, ranging from lists of awards to the best-selling country albums of all time. Winner of the Best Reference
Award from the Popular Culture Association "Any serious country music fan will treasure this authoritative book." --The Seattle Times "A long-awaited, major accomplishment, which
educators, historians and students, broadcasters and music writers, artists and fans alike, will welcome and enjoy." --The Nashville Musician "Should prove a valuable resource to those
who work in the country music business. But it's also an entertaining read for the music's true fans." --Houston Chronicle "This big, handsome volume spans the history of country music,
listing not only artists and groups but also important individuals and institutions." --San Francisco Examiner "Promises to be the definitive historical and biographical work on the past
eight decades of country music. Well written and heavily illustratedan unparalleled work, worth its price and highly recommended." --Library Journal
(Piano Vocal). This sheet music features an arrangement for piano and voice with guitar chord frames, with the melody presented in the right hand of the piano part, as well as in the
vocal line.
(Book). This entertaining book presents the U.S. and U.K. Top 20 charts side by side, month by month showing how rock and pop developed on each side of the Atlantic. Fully updated, it
lists the hits from 1954 through 2003. Alongside every song listing, readers will find important facts such as the artist's name and nationality, current and previous month's chart position,
record label, weeks on the chart, and simultaneous position on the other side of the pond. Includes an alphabetical listing of song titles with artists, and an alphabetical listing of artists
with song titles and chart-entry dates, enabling easy cross-referencing to help you track down any Top 20 record since 1954.
A Guide to the Happiness in Your Heart
A Novel
Willie Nelson Albums
The Willie Nelson Deluxe Anthology
The Inside Stories Behind Country MusicÕs Greatest Hits
Billboard
My Life
To the Limit
Hollywood Songsters: Garland to O'Connor
Pet Shop Boys, Literally
A Tale Out of Luck
Country Music
(Guitar Chord Songbook). The essentials of what you need to strum 44 Nelson favorites: Always on My Mind * Beer for My Horses * Blue Skies * Georgia on My Mind * Help Me Make It Through the Night *
Mammas Don't Let Your Babies Grow up to Be Cowboys * On the Road Again * Shotgun Willie * To All the Girls I've Loved Before * Whiskey River * and more.
From his first performance at age four, Willie Nelson was driven to make music and live life on his own terms. But though he is a songwriter of exceptional depth - "Crazy" was one of his early classics - Willie
only found success after abandoning Nashville and moving to Austin, Texas. Red Headed Stranger made country cool to a new generation of fans. Wanted: The Outlaws became the first country album to sell
a million copies. And "On the Road Again" became the anthem for Americans on the move. A craggy-faced, pot-smoking philosopher, Willie Nelson is one of America's great iconoclasts and idols. Now Joe
Nick Patoski draws on over 100 interviews with Willie and his family, band, and friends to tell Nelson's story, from humble Depression-era roots, to his musical education in Texas honky-tonks and his
flirtations with whiskey, women, and weed; from his triumph with #1 hit "Always On My Mind" to his nearly career-ending battles with debt and the IRS; and his ultimate redemption and ascension to American
hero
This 15-song collection contains many of Willie Nelson's great hits. Each song is arranged in complete guitar TAB with all the critical guitar parts fully notated. Titles: Always on My Mind * Angel Flying Too
Close to the Ground * Blue Eyes Crying in the Rain * City of New Orleans * Everywhere I Go * Georgia on My Mind * Good Hearted Woman * Mammas Don't Let Your Babies Grow Up to be Cowboys * My
Heroes Have Always Been Cowboys * On the Road Again * Ou Es-Tu, Mon Amour? (Where Are You, My Love?) * Pancho and Lefty * Seven Spanish Angels * Uncloudy Day * Whiskey River.
For fans of musicals, singing, Hollywood history, and the lives of stars, no other work equals this new three-volume reference to the on- and off-camera careers of more than 100 performers who made major
contributions to the American screen musical. From June Allyson to Mae West, Hollwood Songsters provides a detailed narrative-ranging from 2,000 to 5000 words each-of the lives and careers of stars
forever etched in our memories. Each entry includes a filmography, discography (of both albums and CDs), Broadway appearances, radio work, television appearances and series, and a full-page photo of the
subject. This is the ideal reference work for everyone one from the mildly curious to the devoted fan.
Memphis Boys chronicles the story of the rhythm section at Chips Moman's American Studios from 1964, when the group began working together, until 1972, when Moman shut down the studio and moved
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the entire operation to Atlanta. Utilizing extensive interviews with Moman and the group, as well as additional comments from the songwriters, sound engineers, and office staff, author Roben Jones creates a
collective biography combined with a business history and a critical analysis of important recordings. She reveals how the personalities of the core group meshed, how they regarded newcomers, and how
their personal and musical philosophies blended with Moman's vision to create timeless music based on themes of suffering and sorrow. Recording sessions with Elvis Presley, the Gentrys, Aretha Franklin,
Wilson Pickett, the Box Tops, Joe Tex, Neil Diamond, B. J. Thomas, Dionne Warwick, and many others come alive in this book. Jones provides the stories behind memorable songs composed by group
writers, such as "The Letter," "Dark End of the Street," "Do Right Woman," "Breakfast in Bed," and "You Were Always on My Mind." Featuring photographs, personal profiles, and a suggested listening
section, Memphis Boys details a significant phase of American music and the impact of one studio.
A comprehensive reference source on the history, impact, and current state of country music, offering portraits of figures in the country music world.
(E-Z Play Today). 25 of his very best, including: Always On My Mind * Blue Eyes Crying In The Rain * Crazy * Georgia On My Mind * Help Me Make It Through The Night * Make The World Go Away *
Mammas Don't Let Your Babies Grow Up To Be Cowboys * On The Road Again * To All The Girls I've Loved Before * and more.
The 1980s
The Willie Nelson Guitar Songbook
Piano, Vocal, Guitar
Willie
The Story of American Studios
Nashville Songwriter
Memphis Boys
A Taste of Well-Being: Sadhguru's Insights for Your Gastronomics
Elvis Day by Day
Pretty Paper
Hit Singles
The Encyclopedia of Country Music

When it comes to Texas honky-tonk, nobody knows the music or the scene better than Johnny Bush. Author of Willie Nelson's classic concert
anthem "Whiskey River," and singer of hits such as "You Gave Me a Mountain," "Undo the Right," "Jim, Jack and Rose," and "I'll Be There,"
Johnny Bush is a legend in country music, a singer-songwriter who has lived the cheatin', hurtin', hard-drinkin' life and recorded some of
the most heart-wrenching songs about it. He has one of the purest honky-tonk voices ever to come out of Texas. And Bush's career has been
just as dramatic as his songs—on the verge of achieving superstardom in the early 1970s, he was sidelined by a rare vocal disorder that he
combated for thirty years. But, survivor that he is, Bush is once again filling dance halls across Texas and inspiring a new generation of
musicians who crave the authenticity—the "pure D" country—that Johnny Bush has always had and that Nashville country music has lost. In
Whiskey River (Take My Mind), Johnny Bush tells the twin stories of his life and of Texas honky-tonk music. He recalls growing up poor in
Houston's Kashmere Gardens neighborhood and learning his chops in honky-tonks around Houston and San Antonio—places where chicken wire
protected the bandstand and deadly fights broke out regularly. Bush vividly describes life on the road in the 1960s as a band member for Ray
Price and Willie Nelson, including the booze, drugs, and one-night stands that fueled his songs but destroyed his first three marriages. He
remembers the time in the early 1970s when he was hotter than Willie and on the fast track to superstardom—until spasmodic dysphonia forced
his career into the slow lane. Bush describes his agonizing, but ultimately successful struggle to keep performing and rebuild his fan base,
as well as the hard-won happiness he has found in his personal life. Woven throughout Bush's autobiography is the never-before-told story of
Texas honky-tonk music, from Bob Wills and Floyd Tillman to Junior Brown and Pat Green. Johnny Bush has known almost all the great musicians,
past and present, and he has wonderful stories to tell. Likewise, he offers shrewd observations on how the music business has changed since
he started performing in the 1950s—and pulls no punches in saying how Nashville music has lost its country soul. For everyone who loves
genuine country music, Johnny Bush, Willie Nelson, and stories of triumph against all odds, Whiskey River (Take My Mind) is a must-read.
One of the most beloved popular musicians of our time tells the story of his extraordinary life. This is Willie Nelson's complete,
unvarnished story, told in his voice and leaving no significant moment or experience untold, from Texas, Nashville, Hawaii, and beyond.
Having recently turned 80, Nelson is ready to shine a light on all aspects of his life, including his drive to write music, the women in his
life, his collaborations, and his biggest lows and highs--from his bankruptcy to the founding of Farm Aid. An American icon who still tours
constantly and headlines music festivals, Willie Nelson and his music have found their way into the hearts and minds of fans the world over,
winning ten Grammys and receiving Kennedy Center Honors. Now it's time to hear the last word about his life -- from the man himself. "Every
page radiates authenticity." --Washington Post
Please note that the content of this book primarily consists of articles available from Wikipedia or other free sources online. Commentary
(music and lyrics not included). Pages: 40. Chapters: Willie Nelson discography, Highwayman, Stardust, Songbird, Country Music, Red Headed
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Stranger, Moment of Forever, Last of the Breed, The Road Goes On Forever, The Great Divide, Teatro, The Winning Hand, Pancho & Lefty, Waylon
& Willie, Willie and the Wheel, Shotgun Willie, Countryman, Always on My Mind, Phases and Stages, American Classic, Highwayman 2, San Antonio
Rose, City of New Orleans, Take It to the Limit, Across the Borderline, Sings Kristofferson, WWII, Clean Shirt, Pretty Paper, Here We Go
Again: Celebrating the Genius of Ray Charles, The Promiseland, The Sound in Your Mind, Healing Hands of Time, A Horse Called Music, Rainbow
Connection, You Don't Know Me: The Songs of Cindy Walker, Tougher Than Leather, Yesterday's Wine, It Always Will Be, Country Favorites-Willie
Nelson Style, Somewhere Over the Rainbow, Milk Cow Blues, Island in the Sea, Spirit, The Troublemaker, Live at Billy Bob's Texas, Without a
Song, Crazy: The Demo Sessions, Moonlight Becomes You, Willie Standard Time, Just One Love, The IRS Tapes: Who'll Buy My Memories?, What a
Wonderful World, To Lefty from Willie, Partners, Six Hours at Pedernales, Texas in My Soul, Make Way for Willie Nelson, Me & Paul, The
Promised Land, Nacogdoches, The Longhorn Jamboree Presents: Willie Nelson & His Friends, The Electric Horseman, The Best of Willie Nelson,
The Party's Over and Other Great Willie Nelson Songs, There'll Be No Teardrops Tonight, Country Willie - His Own Songs, Here's Willie Nelson,
The Willie Way, Both Sides Now, And Then I Wrote, Sweet Memories, What Can You Do to Me Now, Tales Out of Luck, My Own Peculiar Way, Night
and Day, Family Bible, Good Times, The Words Don't Fit the Picture, Angel Eyes, Any Old Arms Won't Do, Willie Nelson and Family, Born for
Trouble, How Great Thou Art, Minstrel Man, ..
Born in small-town Texas during the Great Depression, Willie Nelson was raised to believe in helping his neighbors and living without
pretense. After many hardscrabble years as a poorly paid songwriter (often watching his work become a gold mine for other performers), Willie
finally found his own voice—the gentle but unmistakably honest sound that has made him an American icon. Now the master of harmonization has
created a guide to finding harmony in everyday life. Featuring vignettes from each chapter of his seventy-plus years (along with plenty of
his favorite jokes), The Tao of Willie captures his views on money, love, war, religion, cowboys, and other essential Willie topics. Loosely
based on the principles of the Chinese philosophy of the Tao Te Cheng, which Willie has admired and followed for much of his adult life, this
inspiring and entertaining collection of "Willie wisdom" takes us from his roadhouse days, when he united redneck rockers with straitlaced
country music fans, to the mega-sized benefit concerts and environmentalism that define his boundless heart. In the spirit of his fellow
Texan Harvey Penick's Little Red Book, Willie's timeless insights sparkle with clarity: It's like having a one-on-one conversation with the
sage himself.
In its 114th year, Billboard remains the world's premier weekly music publication and a diverse digital, events, brand, content and data
licensing platform. Billboard publishes the most trusted charts and offers unrivaled reporting about the latest music, video, gaming, media,
digital and mobile entertainment issues and trends.
The definitive account of pop music in the mid-eighties, from Prince and Madonna to the underground hip-hop, indie rock, and club scenes
Everybody knows the hits of 1984 - pop music's greatest year. From "Thriller" to "Purple Rain," "Hello" to "Against All Odds," "What's Love
Got to Do with It" to "Wake Me Up Before You Go-Go," these iconic songs continue to dominate advertising, karaoke nights, and the soundtracks
for film classics (Boogie Nights) and TV hits (Stranger Things). But the story of that thrilling, turbulent time, an era when Top 40 radio
was both the leading edge of popular culture and a moral battleground, has never been told with the full detail it deserves - until now.
Can't Slow Down is the definitive portrait of the exploding world of mid-eighties pop and the time it defined, from Cold War anxiety to the
home-computer revolution. Big acts like Michael Jackson (Thriller), Prince (Purple Rain), Madonna (Like a Virgin), Bruce Springsteen (Born in
the U.S.A.), and George Michael (Wham!'s Make It Big) rubbed shoulders with the stars of the fermenting scenes of hip-hop, indie rock, and
club music. Rigorously researched, mapping the entire terrain of American pop, with crucial side trips to the UK and Jamaica, from the biz to
the stars to the upstarts and beyond, Can't Slow Down is a vivid journey to the very moment when pop was remaking itself, and the culture at
large - one hit at a time.
A Week-by-week Guide to the Nation's Favorite Music, 1935-1994
Top 20 Charts from 1954 to the Present Day
The Encyclopedia
Out of My Mind
It's a Long Story
Whispers of Yesterday
Can't Slow Down
Whiskey River (Take My Mind)
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